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Background

 

Because of a belief that the use of
cellular telephones while driving may cause colli-
sions, several countries have restricted their use in
motor vehicles, and others are considering such
regulations. We used an epidemiologic method, the
case–crossover design, to study whether using a cel-
lular telephone while driving increases the risk of a
motor vehicle collision.

 

Methods

 

We studied 699 drivers who had cellular
telephones and who were involved in motor vehicle
collisions resulting in substantial property damage
but no personal injury. Each person’s cellular-tele-
phone calls on the day of the collision and during
the previous week were analyzed through the use of
detailed billing records.

 

Results

 

A total of 26,798 cellular-telephone calls
were made during the 14-month study period. The
risk of a collision when using a cellular telephone
was four times higher than the risk when a cellular
telephone was not being used (relative risk, 4.3; 95
percent confidence interval, 3.0 to 6.5). The relative
risk was similar for drivers who differed in personal
characteristics such as age and driving experience;
calls close to the time of the collision were particu-
larly hazardous (relative risk, 4.8 for calls placed
within 5 minutes of the collision, as compared with
1.3 for calls placed more than 15 minutes before the
collision; P

 

,

 

0.001); and units that allowed the hands
to be free (relative risk, 5.9) offered no safety advan-
tage over hand-held units (relative risk, 3.9; P not sig-
nificant). Thirty-nine percent of the drivers called
emergency services after the collision, suggesting
that having a cellular telephone may have had ad-
vantages in the aftermath of an event.

 

Conclusions

 

The use of cellular telephones in mo-
tor vehicles is associated with a quadrupling of the
risk of a collision during the brief period of a call.
Decisions about regulation of such telephones, how-
ever, need to take into account the benefits of the
technology and the role of individual responsibility.
(N Engl J Med 1997;336:453-8.)
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OTOR vehicle collisions are a leading
cause of death in North America; they
are the single most frequent cause of
death among children and young adults

and account for one fatality every 10 minutes.
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During an average year, about 1 person in 50 will
be involved in a motor vehicle collision; 1 percent
of them will die, 10 percent will be hospitalized,
and 25 percent will be temporarily disabled.
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 Mo-
tor vehicle collisions often injure persons who are
otherwise in good health. The causes of motor
vehicle collisions are complicated, but error on
the part of drivers contributes to over 90 percent of
events.
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Cellular telephones can be used for placing and
receiving telephone calls while in a motor vehicle.
North American sales are enormous; for example, in
1995 the number of new subscribers in the United
States exceeded the birth rate.
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 Many believe that
telephones may contribute to collisions by distract-
ing drivers,
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 and a few countries (such as Brazil, Is-
rael, and Australia) have laws against using a cellular
telephone while driving. Research with simulators
suggests that use of the telephone can impair some
aspects of driving performance.
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 However, indus-
try-sponsored surveys have found no increased risk
associated with car telephones.
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The most rigorous experimental method for test-
ing the effects of cellular telephones on motor vehi-
cle collisions is to assess outcomes for persons ran-
domly assigned to use or not use the devices, but
such a study would be very difficult to perform and
possibly unethical. Instead, we used an epidemiolog-
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ic method, the case–crossover design, to evaluate
potential associations between the use of a cellular
telephone and the risk of a motor vehicle collision
in real-world circumstances.

 

METHODS

 

The study was conducted in Toronto, an urban region of 3 mil-
lion people with no regulations against using a cellular telephone
while driving. Persons who came to the North York Collision Re-
porting Centre between July 1, 1994, and August 31, 1995, dur-
ing peak hours (10 a.m. to 6 p.m.) on Monday through Friday
were included in the study if they had been in a collision with
substantial property damage (as judged by the police). Drivers do
not report to the center if the collisions involve injury, criminal
activity, or the transport of dangerous goods. Drivers were ex-
cluded if they said they did not have a cellular telephone or if
their billing records could not be located by May 1, 1996.

 

Use of Cellular Telephones

 

Consenting subjects completed a brief questionnaire about
their personal characteristics and the features of the collision. We
collected telephone records through each person’s cellular-tele-
phone number and verified each invoice by checking the subject’s
full name, mailing address, and calls made to his or her home tele-
phone number. For each record, we analyzed all telephone activ-
ity on both the day of collision and the preceding seven days, with
particular attention to the time, duration, and direction (incom-
ing or outgoing) of each call. Special note was made of contact
with ambulance personnel, police, or other emergency services.

 

Time of the Motor Vehicle Collision

 

The time of each collision was estimated from the subject’s
statement, police records, and telephone listings of calls to emer-
gency services. We classified the times of collisions as “exact”
when information from all three sources was available and consis-
tent or when one source supplied no data but the remaining two
agreed. Otherwise, we classified the times as “inexact” and used
the earliest of the available two or three times to avoid misclassi-
fying calls made after the collision as contributing to the event.
Selecting the earliest listed time reduced the chance of finding
spurious associations between telephone use and collisions. How-
ever, selecting an excessively early time could lead to the under-
estimation of the magnitude of any association.

 

Analytic Method

 

We used case–crossover analysis, a technique for assessing the
brief change in risk associated with a transient exposure. Accord-
ing to this method, each person serves as his or her own control;
confounding due to age, sex, visual acuity, training, personality,
driving record, and other fixed characteristics is thereby eliminat-
ed.
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 We used the pair-matched analytic approach to contrast a
time period on the day of the collision with a comparable period
on a day preceding the collision.
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 In this instance, case–crossover
analysis would identify an increase in risk if there were more tele-
phone calls immediately before the collision than would be ex-
pected solely as a result of chance.

 

Definitions of Time Periods

 

We defined the hazard interval to include any telephone calls oc-
curring during the 10 minutes before the estimated time of the col-
lision, and tested the robustness of our results by analyzing intervals
of 1, 5, and 15 minutes.
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 In the primary analysis, we compared
each person’s telephone activity immediately before the collision
(case) to his or her activity during a control period at the same time
as the hazard interval on the day before the collision (crossover). In
supplementary analyses we evaluated alternative comparison days
and considered intervals of an hour leading up to the collision.

 

Alternative Comparison Days

 

We checked our estimates by repeating the calculations using
four other control intervals. In the workday comparison we se-
lected the day of the workweek preceding the collision; for exam-
ple, the period just before a collision on Monday was compared
with the same period on the preceding Friday. In the weekday
comparison, we selected the same day one week before the colli-
sion; for example, Monday was compared with the preceding
Monday. In the matching-day comparison, we selected the near-
est day of the preceding week on which there was cellular-tele-
phone activity in the predefined lead-up period before the colli-
sion. For the maximal-use-day comparison, we used the control
interval from the preceding three days in which there was the
greatest amount of cellular-telephone activity.

 

Accounting for Intermittency of Driving

 

Evaluating telephone activity on the day before a collision is
appropriate only if driving occurred during the control interval
on that day. A pilot survey involving 100 subjects indicated that
35 percent of them did not drive during the selected period; the
rules of conditional probability suggested that this degree of in-
termittency of driving would inflate the apparent relation be-
tween cellular-telephone use and motor vehicle collisions by a
factor of 1.5 (1

 

4

 

0.65).
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 Our estimates of relative risk were
therefore divided by this factor as one way of adjusting for the
intermittency of driving.

To examine the robustness of our analysis, we also tested a dif-
ferent adjustment that relied on individual driving patterns. To do
so, between October 25 and November 28, 1996, we attempted
to contact all subjects who had used their cellular telephones in
the 10 minutes before the collision or the 10-minute control pe-
riod. We asked each person to remember his or her driving pat-
tern on both the day of the collision and the day before the col-
lision. We then recalculated relative risks by limiting the analysis
to subjects who were confident that they had driven a motor ve-
hicle during both periods on both days.

 

Ethical Issues

 

The protocol was approved by the University of Toronto Hu-
man Ethics Committee, and all participants provided informed
consent. Private industry supplied telephone records but other-
wise had no involvement in data collection or analysis or funding
the study. Individual billing records were obtained directly from
cellular-telephone carriers who provided records for 100 consec-
utive days of telephone use for each person and who were not
told which particular date was the day of the collision. Police re-
ports were obtained directly from police departments; they, in
turn, were not provided copies of the drivers’ cellular-telephone
records.

 

Statistical Analysis

 

The sample size was calculated to provide an 80 percent chance
of detecting a doubling or halving of collision rates. Relative risks
were estimated with methods for matched-pairs studies on the
basis of exact binomial tests and conditional logistic-regression
analyses.
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 Confidence intervals for the relative risks were derived
with the bootstrap bias-corrected method and accounted for the
uncertainty in the adjustment for intermittency of driving.
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Modifications of the relative risks were assessed by comparing dif-
ferent subgroups, with particular attention to the prespecified
contrast between hand-held cellular telephones and models that
leave the hands free. All P values were two-tailed, and all relative
risks were computed with 95 percent confidence intervals.

 

RESULTS

 

We approached 5890 drivers, of whom 1064 ac-
knowledged having a cellular telephone and 742 con-
sented to participate in the study; the billing records
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of 699 of these drivers were located (Table 1). The
collision times were exact for 231 subjects and inexact
for 468. The group placed a total of 16,870 cellular-
telephone calls and received 3643 calls during the
week before the collisions (average, 3.4 calls placed
and 0.7 call received per person each day). The aver-
age duration of the calls was 2.3 minutes, and 76 per-
cent lasted 2 minutes or less (similar to cellular-tele-
phone calling patterns elsewhere

 

25

 

). The monthly bill
in U.S. currency for the average participant was $72,
which was greater than that for the average subscriber
in Toronto or the average subscriber in North Amer-
ica ($53 and $51, respectively).
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Overall, 170 subjects (24 percent) had used a cel-
lular telephone during the 10-minute period imme-
diately before the collision, 37 (5 percent) had used
the telephone during the same period on the day
before the collision, and 13 (2 percent) had used the
telephone during both periods. The crude analysis
indicated that cellular-telephone activity was associ-
ated with a relative risk of a motor vehicle collision
of 6.5 (95 percent confidence interval, 4.5 to 9.9).
The primary analysis, adjusted for intermittent driv-
ing, indicated that cellular-telephone activity was as-
sociated with a quadrupling of the risk of a motor
vehicle collision (relative risk, 4.3; 95 percent confi-
dence interval, 3.0 to 6.5).

At follow-up in 1996, we located 145 subjects, of
whom 72 (50 percent) were confident that they had
driven during both the hazard period and the con-
trol period. Restricting our analysis to this subgroup
yielded an estimated relative risk of 7.0 (95 percent
confidence interval, 3.7 to 15.5) associated with cel-
lular-telephone use. An analysis that included the en-
tire cohort of 699 drivers and used alternative com-
parison days yielded similar estimates of the relative
risk of a collision (Fig. 1). All the alternative estimates
of relative risk were adjusted for intermittent driving,
and all were statistically significant (P

 

,

 

0.001).
The relative risk of a collision associated with us-

ing a cellular telephone was consistent among sub-
groups with different characteristics (Table 2). Young-
er drivers were at a somewhat higher relative risk
when using a cellular telephone than older drivers,
although the trend was not significant. In no group
did cellular-telephone use have a protective effect. In
particular, subjects with many years of experience in
using a cellular telephone still had a significant
increase in risk. The highest relative risk was found
among subjects who had not graduated from high
school. Telephones that allowed the hands to be
free did not appear to be safer than hand-held tele-
phones.

The increase in risk appeared to be greatest for
calls made near the time of the collision, and was
not statistically significant for calls made more than
15 minutes before the event (Fig. 2). The relative
risk was 4.8 for calls within 5 minutes before the

collision, as compared with 1.3 for calls more than
15 minutes before the collision (P

 

,

 

0.001). The risks
were similar at different times of the day and of the
week (Fig. 3). Estimates appeared robust when cal-
culated with use of hazard intervals of 1, 5, or 15
minutes before the collision (relative risks, 4.7, 4.8,
and 4.3, respectively), for data including exact rather
than inexact times of collisions (4.0 and 4.5, respec-
tively), and with only incoming calls or only out-
going calls included (3.0 and 3.8, respectively). The
association appeared stronger for collisions on high-
speed roadways than for collisions in parking lots, at
gas stations, or in other low-speed locations (5.4 vs.
1.6, P

 

5

 

0.014).
A total of 5325 calls were placed and 960 calls

 

*Because of rounding, percentages do not always
total 100.
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Age (yr)

 

,

 

25
25–39
40–54

 

>

 

55

67 (10)
346 (49)
227 (32)
59 (8)

Sex
Male
Female

502 (72)
197 (28)

High-school graduation
Yes
No

615 (88)
84 (12)

Type of job
Professional
Other

168 (24)
531 (76)

Driving experience (yr)
0–9
10–19
20–29

 

>

 

30

137 (20)
246 (35)
188 (27)
128 (18)

Cellular-telephone experience (yr)
0 or 1
2 or 3
4 or 5

 

>

 

6

223 (32)
174 (25)
158 (23)
144 (21)

Type of cellular telephone
Hand-held
Hands free

551 (79)
148 (21)

Time of collision
Dawn
Morning
Afternoon
Evening
Night
Late night

19 (3)
268 (38)
248 (35)
145 (21)
18 (3)
1 (

 

,

 

1)
Day of collision

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

20 (3)
133 (19)
126 (18)
159 (23)
136 (19)
113 (16)
12 (2)

Location of collision
High-speed location
Low-speed location

597 (85)
102 (15)
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were received on the collision days, of which the ma-
jority occurred after the event (68 percent and 64
percent, respectively). About 39 percent of the sub-
jects used their cellular telephone at least once to
contact emergency services immediately after the col-
lision. The median number of calls made during the
remainder of the day after the collision was substan-
tially greater than the median number of calls made
during an entire day before the collision (four vs.
two, P

 

,

 

0.001). Of those who had not used their
telephone on any day before the collision, 14 of 39
(36 percent) made at least one call in the aftermath
of the event.

 

DISCUSSION

 

We found that using a cellular telephone was as-
sociated with a risk of having a motor vehicle colli-
sion that was about four times as high as that among
the same drivers when they were not using their cel-
lular telephones. This relative risk is similar to the
hazard associated with driving with a blood alcohol
level at the legal limit.

 

29-31

 

 We also found that cellu-
lar telephones have benefits, such as allowing drivers

to make emergency calls quickly. A few drivers used
their telephones only in the aftermath of a collision,
thereby gaining some potential benefits and incur-
ring no potential risks due to telephone use. In gen-
eral, cellular-telephone calls were brief and infre-
quent, which explains why the rapid growth of this
technology during recent years has not been accom-
panied by a dramatic increase in motor vehicle colli-
sions.
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We observed no safety advantage to hands-free
as compared with hand-held telephones. This find-
ing was not explained by imbalances in the subjects’
age, education, socioeconomic status, or other dem-
ographic characteristics. Nor can it be explained by
suggesting that those with units that leave the hands
free do more driving. One possibility is that motor
vehicle collisions result from a driver’s limitations
with regard to attention rather than dexterity.
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 Re-
gardless of the explanation, our data do not support
the policy followed in some countries of restricting
hand-held cellular telephones but not those that
leave the hands free.

Three weaknesses of this study should be pointed

 

Figure 1.

 

 Relative Risk of a Collision for Different Control Pe-
riods.
Relative risks were calculated for five different control inter-
vals. In the day-before comparison, we used the control period
on the day immediately before the collision; in the workday
comparison, the period on the preceding day of the workweek;
in the weekday comparison, the period on the day one week
before the collision; in the maximal-use-day comparison, the
day with the most cellular-telephone activity of the three days
preceding the collision; and in the matching-day comparison,
the period on the nearest day of the preceding week in which
there was cellular-telephone activity in the lead-up period. The
vertical lines indicate 95 percent confidence intervals. Bars
entirely above 1 indicate statistically significant associations
(P

 

,

 

0.05).
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*Relative risks indicate the probability of having a collision when using
a cellular telephone at any time during a 10-minute interval as compared
with the probability of having a collision when not using a cellular tele-
phone at any time during a 10-minute interval. Relative risks have been
adjusted to account for the intermittence of driving. CI denotes confidence
interval.
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(95% CI)

 

All subjects 170 4.3 (3.0–6.5)
Age (yr)

 

,

 

25
25–39
40–54

 

>

 

55

21
95
44
10

6.5 (2.2–

 

°

 

)
4.4 (2.8–8.8)
3.6 (2.1–8.7)
3.3 (1.5–

 

°

 

)
Sex

Male
Female

123
47

4.1 (2.8–6.4)
4.8 (2.6–14.0)

High-school graduation
Yes
No

153
17

4.0 (2.9–6.2)
9.8 (3.0–

 

°

 

)
Type of job

Professional
Other

34
136

3.6 (2.0–10.0)
4.5 (3.1–7.4)

Driving experience (yr)
0–9
10–19
20–29

 

>

 

30

40
67
36
27

6.2 (2.8–25.0)
4.3 (2.6–10.0)
3.0 (1.7–7.0)
4.4 (2.1–17.0)

Cellular-telephone experience (yr)
0 or 1
2 or 3
4 or 5

 

>

 

6

51
39
36
44

7.8 (3.8–32.0)
4.0 (2.2–12.0)
2.8 (1.7–6.7)
4.1 (2.3–12.0)

Type of cellular telephone
Hand-held
Hands free

129
41

3.9 (2.7–6.1)
5.9 (2.9–24.0)
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out. First, we studied only drivers who consented to
participate. The fact that some persons chose not to
consent might have caused us to underestimate the
risks associated with telephone use if these people
declined because of concern about personal liability.
Second, people vary in their driving behavior from
day to day — a fact that makes the selection of a
control period problematic. However, it would be
difficult to explain all our findings on the basis of
different driving patterns, and in particular, this fac-
tor would not account for the similar results for
those who remembered driving during both periods
on both days. Third, case–crossover analysis does
not eliminate all forms of confounding. Imbalances
in some temporary conditions related to the driver,
the vehicle, or the environment are possible, but we
believe such factors are not likely to account for the
magnitude of the association we observed.

Our study indicates an association but not neces-
sarily a causal relation between the use of cellular
telephones while driving and a subsequent motor
vehicle collision. For example, emotional stress may
lead to both increased use of a cellular telephone
and decreased driving ability. If so, individual calls
may do nothing to alter the chances of a collision.

In addition, our study did not include serious inju-
ries; hence, we do not know how — or whether —
cellular-telephone use is associated with motor vehi-
cle fatalities. Finally, the data do not indicate that
the drivers were at fault in the collisions; it may be
that cellular telephones merely decrease a driver’s
ability to avoid a collision caused by someone else.

We caution against interpreting our data as show-
ing that cellular telephones are harmful and that
their use should be restricted. Even if a causal rela-
tion with motor vehicle collisions were to be estab-
lished, drivers are vulnerable to other distractions
that could offset the potential reductions in risk due
to restricting the use of cellular telephones. Regula-
tions would also mean reducing benefits; in Canada,
for example, half a million calls to 911 emergency
services are made from cellular telephones each year.

 

34

 

Yet proposals for regulation are not unreasonable,
since poor driving imposes risks on others. Public de-
bate is needed, given that cellular telephones contrib-
ute to improvements in productivity, the quality of
life, and peace of mind for more than 30 million peo-
ple in North America alone.

The role of regulation is controversial, but the
role of individual responsibility is clear. Drivers who

 

Figure 2.

 

 Time of Cellular-Telephone Call in Relation to the Rel-
ative Risk of a Collision.
Each minute before the collision was assessed as an independ-
ent hazard interval, with these intervals grouped in five-minute
periods. Cellular-telephone activity for each hazard interval
was evaluated in relation to the same period on the day before
the collision. Relative risks greater than 1 indicate an associa-
tion between telephone use and collisions. The vertical lines
indicate 95 percent confidence intervals. Bars entirely above
1 indicate statistically significant associations (P

 

,

 

0.05). Calls
made 1 to 5 minutes before the collision were significantly risk-
ier than calls made 16 to 20 minutes before the collision
(P

 

,

 

0.001).
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Figure 3.

 

 Consistency of Relative Risks Obtained from Different
Collision Times.
The graph shows estimates of relative risk for collisions at dif-
ferent times of the day and of the week. Morning was defined
as 8 a.m. to 11:59 a.m., afternoon as noon to 3:59 p.m., evening
as 4 p.m. to 7:59 p.m., and other as all remaining times. Satur-
day and Sunday are combined in a single weekend category.
The vertical lines indicate 95 percent confidence intervals. Bars
entirely above 1 indicate statistically significant associations
(P

 

,

 

0.05). The vertical scale is logarithmic.
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use a cellular telephone are at increased risk for a
motor vehicle collision and should consider road-
safety precautions. For them as for all other drivers,
these include abstaining from alcohol, avoiding ex-
cessive speed, and minimizing other distractions.
Additional strategies might include refraining from
placing or receiving unnecessary calls, interrupting
telephone conversations if necessary, and keeping
calls brief — particularly in hazardous driving situa-
tions. Physicians should also learn to recognize pa-
tients who are at risk for a collision and who may
benefit from advice regarding safety.
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 Even limit-
ed success in reducing risk may prevent some of the
death, disability, and property damage related to mo-
tor vehicle collisions.
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Department of Epidemiology and Biostatistics
McGill University

1020 Pine Avenue West
Montreal, Quebec

H3A 1A2

March 22, 2001

Dear Drs. Redelmeier and Tibshirani:

We just used your NEJM article on cell phones and collisions in our "practicum" for first year

graduate students in epidemiology.

We have two questions about your use of the 0.65 correction factor for intermittency of driving.

First, how exactly was the question on intermittency worded to the 100 persons in the pilot study?

What did the "selected period" refer to? Was the question something like "At 8 am are you

seldom/often/usually/always driving? Same question in relation to  9 am, 4.30 pm,  … Or was it

irrespective of time of day, and more to do with how many of the days of the week a person drives

(or takes public transport, or someone else had the car, or stays home, or whatever)? Incidentally, we

presume that if someone else took the car, that person didn't take the cell phone as well!

Second, It is not obvious to us what assumptions are being made about the statistical correlation

(dependence) between "usual" cell phone use (in this period) and driving.  This seems to be key to

your "conditional probability" argument, but because of lack of space, and the usual short shrift

given to statistics and probability, even when it is often key to a paper, we are guessing that the copy

editors cut it. (A colleague tells me of dealing right now with a copy editor who -- in a paper dealing

where a particularly subtle statistical concept that is the key to the entire paper -- wants to cut out all

the "statistical mumbo-jumbo").

We have considered 3 dependency scenarios. They are best described in relation to one large

stratum. Later, for completeness, and just in case there is something else we missed, we go through

the finely stratified situation.

ONE INDIVIDAUL, A LOT OF EXPERIENCE

Let's start with one individual. In an ideal world, if we could observe this individual in lots of driving

occasions ("periods") -- some on and some off the phone --  we would observe numerators

(accidents) a[on] and a[off], and record the denominators D[on] and D[off]. It could well be that

a[on] and a[off] were both zero, but theoretically [or if we were dealing with a less serious, but more



common, occurrence such as "crossing the centre line" or "near misses", a[on] and a[off] would be

bigger.  Later we will counteract the instability arising from the small amount of observation per

individual by aggregating over many individuals.

In any event, let's say that in a certain amount of driving experience, we get to know the two

numerators a[on] and a[off], but let's say we cannot document what the two "bases" or

denominators, D[on] and D[off], respectively, for these are.  If we are content with estimating a rate

ratio, (a [on] / D [on])  /  (a [off] / D [off]), then all we need to make an unbiased estimate of the

rate ratio is how (in relative terms) the total denominator D[on] + D[off] is split up.  Then we can

estimate the rate ratio,

(a [on] / D [on])  /  (a [off] / D [off])

or

 (a [on] / a [off])  /  (D [on] / D [off])

by

 (a [on] / a [ off])  /  (d [on] / d [off])

where d[on] and d[off] are estimates based on a sample of d (= d[on] + d[off]) driving  occasions.

[I had initially chosen the letter d and D for "denominator", but as it turns out it is also helpful to

think of it as amount (occasions) of "driving"]. Miettinen refers to d[on] and d[off] as "quasi-

denominators".

Thus our estimate is

 rate ratio = (a [on] / a [ off])  /  (d [on] / d [off]) = ( a[on] * d[off] )  /  ( a[off] * d[on] ).

Now to the real world, where we are not even able to measure d[on] and d[off] directly.  Instead, we

can only measure the larger "denominators" "on" and "off", where "on" and "off" refer simply to

occasions on and off the phone  (whether driving or not!).

In our study, say that we learned from a sample of 100 occasions, regardless of driving, that the

person was on the phone in 5 of the occasions [ "on"=5] , and off the phone in 95 occasions [ "off"

= 95] (We picked 5% because it is the average in your study).

How can we go from these to the d[on] and d[off] we need to estimate our rate ratio?



1. We can ask the person, as you did in the study proper in November 1996.

2. We can make some assumptions, which we label "++" , "0" and "–" for three different levels of

dependency between cell phone use and driving.  At one extreme, if we posit that

(++) people at "this" [same as the accident] time of the day only use their cell

phones if they are driving, and never if they are not driving.

Then a[on] = "on". For example, if the person is driving on 65/100 such occasions , then we have

On phone Off phone All

Driving 5 (= d[on] ) 60 ( = d[off]) 65

Not driving 0 35 35

Combined 5 (= "on") 95 (= "off") 100

So d [on]=5 and d[off] = 60, and so we have d[on]/d[off] = 5/60.

If instead we posit that

(0) people use their phones at the same rate whether driving or not

then we have

On phone Off phone All

Driving 65% of 5 65% of 95 65

Not driving 35% of 5 35% of 95 35

Combined 5 95 100

So that the critical d[on]/d[off] ratio is still the same 5/95 that we have in our simple survey of

“on” and “off” the phone (driving or not).

At the other extreme we could posit that

(––) people are less likely to use the cell phone while driving than when not

driving

We can’t say they NEVER use the cell phone while driving  [we have lots of personal observations

to bear this out – and we have the fact that some 25% of the accidents were while talking on a cell

phone while driving!] But let’s say the rate of use of phones is much lower while driving than when

not driving, so that we might have



On phone Off phone All

Driving 1 64 65

Not driving 4 31 35

Combined 5 95 100

giving a d[on]/d[off] ratio of 1/64.

Thus our estimates of the rate ratio would be, under assumptions (a)-(c)

dependency estimate

++ (a [on] / a [ off])  /  (5 / 65 )   <  "crude" RR

0 (a [on] / a [ off]) /  (5 / 95 )    =  "crude" RR

–– (a [on] / a [ off]) /  (1 / 64 )    >  "crude" RR

From your division of the odds ratio by 1.5 (or multiplication by 0.65), it would appear that you

used assumptions closer to (++) i.e.,  "for this time of day all of the recorded cell phone use is

while driving". (This wording is based on what we think you asked in your pilot study (see our

first question above).

By the way, some students asked how you established that the cell phone use was generated by the

person who was in the collision, and not say by another family member.

AGGREGATION OVER LOTS OF INDIVIDUALS, EACH WITH LIMITED DENOMINATOR DATA

THIS GIVES SAME DIRECTIONS, BUT WE JUST WANTED TO BE CHECK JUST IN CASE

In your study, over 14 months, the population of cell phone users generated a total numerator of >

669 accidents while driving. Presuming that nobody had 2 or more accidents during that time, each

one of the 669 distinct persons who volunteered to be in your study generated a total of a[on]

+a[off] = 1 each. For each of these persons, we only have a single occasion per person (i.e. "on" +

"off" = 1 period the previous day), rather than the 100 (or more!) we could use in our "no-cost"

armchair example.

We can "aggregate" the 699 within-in person contributions to the estimation by using the Mantel-

Haenszel summary estimator, i.e., summing over the 699 individuals,

Sum { (a[on] * "off" / 2 } / Sum { (a[off] * "on" / 2 ) },



as in the usual matched pair case control study, giving 157/24=6.5.

If we divided this by your correction factor of  1.5 (=1/0.65), we get the adjusted rate ratio of 4.3

that you report.

But we are dealing with -- for each person -- an "on" + "off" = 1, rather than 100. The

configurations are given below for the 3 scenarios.

++ 0 ––

# 13 157 24 505 13 157 24 505 13 157 24 505

a[on] 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

a[off] 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1

"on" 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

"off"   (*) 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

d[on] 1 0 1 0 .65 0 .65 0 < .65 0 < .65 0

d[off] 0 .65 0 .65 0 .65 0 .65 0 > .65 0 > .65

a[on]*d[off] 0 .65 0 0 0 .65 0 0 0 > .65 0 0

a[off]*d[on] 0 0 1 0 0 0 .65 0 0 0 < .65 0

ratio of
sums**

157 x 0.65
24 x 1

= 4.3

157 x 0.65
24 x 0.65

= 6.5

157 x > 0.65
24 x < 0.65

> 6.5

(*) if not on the phone, the in scenario (a) the negative predictive value for driving (d[off]) may be slightly >
0.65, but not very much so;

(**) If we used Mantel and Haenszel's divisor of the crossproduct, then in the ++ scenario, the divisor (what they
called T) is 1.65 in the case of the each of the 157 and 2 in the case of each of the 24, giving the estimate

  
157 x 0.65/1.65

24 x 1/2
 = 4.3 x 2/1.65 = 5.2,

closer to the "crude" rate ratio

For the  –– scenario, the divisor is > 1.65 in the case of the each of the 157 and < 1.65 in the case of the
24, again tending to pull the adjusted value back towards the crude one.

So, just like in the unstratified situation, the adjustment could again go either way, according to the

dependency between cell phone use and driving in the period selected.

We wonder if this is how you reasoned this out, or if we are missing something. We realize that the

NEJM forces you to remove large amounts, a real pity here as this is such an elegant teaching



example, on an important topic, as well as being a study that catches student attention more than any

other we had. We also see that you thanked some other high powered numerically nimble people

like Efron, Hastie, Henkelman, Lavori, and Tversky, so we expect that this was discussed at some

length. Indeed, if you have any technical methodlogical notes on the study, or extended versions of

the manuscript that did not survive the statistical-ectomy at the NEJM, we would be happy to receive

them.

Again, thanks for a most interesting article, And we hope that you have time to answer us. We

would like to share your answers with our students, as some of them raised this issue too, but were

afraid to ask you directly!

Sincerely,

James A. Hanley and Jean-François Boivin

Professors

PS. We run the course by giving 1/3 of the students just the title and intro, 1/3 just the abstract and

1/3 the methods.  The 1st group have to design a study, the 2nd have to read the abstract and ask

what issues it raises in their minds and what else they will be wanting to check in the methods; the

3rd group answers the second group. If you are interested, you can see our web site

http://www.epi.mcgill.ca/practicum/

But don't tell the NEJM that we electronically manipulate your and other papers!



Dear Jim Hanley,

1) I have skimmed your e.mail
2) and can respond to your first issue
3) the second issue is more complicated
4) and I won't address it in this e.mail

5) for the first issue, you ask about our aggregate measure of intermittancy
6) namely, question for determining if driving occured on day prior to collision
7) to do so, we surveyed 100 drivers who had been involved in a collision
8) all of which had significant property damage but no personal injuries
9) and all of which came to the North York Collision Reporting centre
10) thus, the inclusion criteria were similar to the main study
11) except that we did not insist that the driver own a cellular telephone
12) and also did not insist that the driver share telephone records

13) for each individual, we marked the date and time of their collision
14) for example, <Crash occurred on July 13 at 0730h>
15) we then asked them to consider the same time during the weekday before
16) for example, <Were you also driving your car on July 12 at 0730h>
17) notice that this approach required an interview, not a fixed survey
18) because the wording was individualized for each respondent
19) and we wanted them to think about an exact minute on specific day

20) on reflection, I think that this was a reasonable approach
21) but perhaps I am mistaken and missing something important
22) if so, please let me know
23) in the interim, I'll also give some thought to your second question
24) in addition, Rob may have his own thought about your second question too

Donald A. Redelmeier, MD
University of Toronto, Sunnybrook Hospital G-151
2075 Bayview Ave, Toronto, Ontario, CANADA M4N 3M5
Voice: (416) 480-6999, Fax: (416) 480-6048

============

Dear Jim Hanley,

1) I have skimmed over the rest of your e.mail
2) focusing now on just the second issue
3) you have made efforts to write clearly
4) but I still might not be fully understanding
5) I'll give you my reactions as best as possible

6) the main focus seems to be the issue of driving intermittancy
7) that is, individuals do not drive every single moment of every day
8) hence, at some times people are relatively protected from collisions
9) thus, behaviors that are specific to vehicles can create faulty correlations
10) for example, consider the behavior of "checking a rear view mirror"
11) clearly, this behavior can only occur while driving a vehicle
12) and sometimes this behavior may be followed by a sudden collision
13) and this behavior does not occur on days when the driver is not driving
14) hence, a case crossover study might incorrect find this behavior is risky
15) when, quite the contrary, we know that checking a rear view mirror is safe

16) now, the same issue arises when assessing the risk of cellular telephones
17) for the same reason: drivers do not drive every single moment of every day
18) your work shows that you are fully aware of this issue
19) and that the main task is to adjust the control comparisons
20) you introduce a big nuance; namely, correlation between calling and driving
21) that is, when drivers don't drive are they less likely to use a phone?
22) now, at this stage I got a bit lost
23) but it seems that you accept our overall measure of driving intermittancy
24) and that you apply this correction at the individual level
25) and generally find that it changes the final estimate of relative risk
26) that is, if the correlation is postive, the final Rel Risk is 4.3
27) if the correlation is zero, the final Rel Risk is 6.5
28) if the correlation is negative, the final Rel Risk exceeds 6.5

29) now, here's where I want to stop
30) and check that I'm correct so far
31) and also check if Rob Tibshirani has any reactions



Donald A. Redelmeier, MD
University of Toronto, Sunnybrook Hospital G-151
2075 Bayview Ave, Toronto, Ontario, CANADA M4N 3M5
Voice: (416) 480-6999, Fax: (416) 480-6048

==========================

Dear Jim Hanley,

1) I have skimmed over the rest of your e.mail
2) focusing now on just the second issue
3) you have made efforts to write clearly
4) but I still might not be fully understanding

sorry i was a bit long-winded -- mainly because i want
to show students that the "b/c" estimate we calculate from matched
c-c studies is nothing other than the m-h summary estimate..

In fact I don't know why we need a fancy name "case-crossover" when
the term "self-matched c-c study" would probably do.. but that too is
another story..

5) I'll give you my reactions as best as possible

17) for the same reason: drivers do not drive every single moment of every day
18) your work shows that you are fully aware of this issue
19) and that the main task is to adjust the control comparisons
20) you introduce a big nuance; namely, correlation between calling
and driving
21) that is, when drivers don't drive are they less likely to use a phone?

yes that's the crux of it...

22) now, at this stage I got a bit lost
23) but it seems that you accept our overall measure of driving intermittancy

absolutely..  and indeed samy suissa (and Hemelgarn) here did lots of
studies on
medication use and accidents and he has not able to deal fully with
this issue .. he doesn't have access to people only databases..

i think your technique for estimating intermittency could help him a lot..

24) and that you apply this correction at the individual level
25) and generally find that it changes the final estimate of relative risk
 26) that is, if the correlation is PERFECTLY postive (i.e. +1)

, the final Rel Risk is 4.3

exactly ..

27) if the correlation is zero, the final Rel Risk is 6.5
28) if the correlation is negative, the final Rel Risk exceeds 6.5

29) now, here's where I want to stop
30) and check that I'm correct so far
31) and also check if Rob Tibshirani has any reactions

Yes that's the gist of my argument..  namely that
your correction is compatible with assuming a correlation of +1 b/w
driving and cell phone use..



indeed the correlation of +1 (rather than something less) is easiest
to think about and to correct for.. but to me it is a big assumption..
I just wonder how one could check it out..

Rob just e-mailed me to say he is v. busy but that he will talk with me
when he is in Montreal on april 19..

all the best for now...

Jim Hanley

Donald A. Redelmeier, MD
University of Toronto, Sunnybrook Hospital G-151
2075 Bayview Ave, Toronto, Ontario, CANADA M4N 3M5
Voice: (416) 480-6999, Fax: (416) 480-6048

--
James A. Hanley                          tel: +1 (514) 398-6270
Dept. of Epidemiology & Biostatistics    fax: +1 (514) 398-4503
McGill University                      email: James.Hanley@McGill.CA
1020 Pine Avenue West                webpage: www.epi.mcgill.ca/hanley/
Montreal, Québec, H3A 1A2, Canada


